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Abstract:  

This paper describes the Generic Automated Marking Environment (GAME-2+), which is 

the extension of GAME-2 and provides an analysis of its performance in assessing student 

programming projects. GAME-2+ has been designed to automatically assess 

programming exercises written in C, C++, JAVA, Delphi and PHP languages based on a 

number of factors including meaningful comments, the structure of functions and the 

detection and correction of compile-time errors. The assessment is marked based on these 

metrics using heuristic and fuzzy rules. In this research, GAME-2+ has been tested on a 

number of student programming exercises and assignments. The system has attained 

encouraging result as compared to a human marker.  

1. Introduction  

The development of automatic assessment systems has become important with application in 
a number of areas over the last few decades. In particular, interest has grown in the 
development of tools for automatic assessment of computing programs. These tools can be 
used in the field of education, proving to be useful for educators in assisting students’ based 
on their capabilities and providing useful feedback according to their skills [1].  

Fuzzy logic enables Automated Marking to assess programming assignments, with the sort of 
decisions which a human would make. This is exactly what fuzzy logic can do. What is more 
impressive is that fuzzy logic offers a way of processing these decisions so that a final result 
is still correct [2].  
 

The final aim of automatic marking systems is to perform the grading of assignments as close 
as possible to a human marker. Although some limited systems currently exist, there is still 
much research that must be undertaken to develop an accurate marker that can be used for 
small and large computer programs written in a variety of languages. However the difficulties 
in determining a clear marking methodology and also understanding the comments contained 
in a program remains a major challenge for researchers [3]. 
 

In the next section, we describe some existing systems that have been designed for automatic 
assessment. The description of GAME-2+ and its functionality is reported in section 3. 
Section 4 provides some experiences in evaluating GAME-2+ and in section 5, results and 
experiments are shown. Finally, in section 6, conclusion and future work is presented.  
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2. Current Automated Marking Systems  

There are numbers of automated systems, which have been developed [3]-[6]. Jackson and 
Usher [3] planned a system called ASSYST that tests the accuracy of an ADA program by 
analyzing its output and comparing it to a correct specification using in-built tools of the 
UNIX operation system. Saikkonen [4] proposed a system called Scheme-robo for assessing 
programming exercises written in the functional programming language Scheme. The system 
assesses individual procedures instead of complete programs. Ghosh et al. [5] developed a 
fully automated system for marking and plagiarism detection of programs written in the C 
language. The system compiles and executes each student program and performs a simple 
comparison between the program's output and a model output file. Automatic control 
educational software (ACES) [6] presents an interactive software platform. ACES 
automatically grades assessment items and produces a mark in the range according to the 
grade of correctness of a student’s answer, instead of giving full credit for correct answers 
and zero credit for wrong answers using a fuzzy grading technique. Finally, GAME [7] and 
GAME-2[8] has been designed to automatically assess programming assignments written in a 
variety of languages based on the structure of the source code and the correctness of the 
program's output. The system is able to mark programs written in Java, C++ and the C 
language [10].  

 

2.1 Problems of Previous Systems  

One of the main limitations of most automated marking systems is that they can only mark 
one type of programming language. GAME was designed with the intention that it could 
mark a wide variety of programming languages, by looking at what was common to all 
programming assessments. The last version of GAME (GAME-2) was able to assess C, C++ 
and JAVA. However, there were still some deficiencies in the marking methodology, which 
affected its accuracy, including the problem of dealing with errors in programs.  

ACES grades the answers of students’ exercises and produces a mark based on the fuzzy 
grading principles and overall grade is produced. If the answer of student is correct, he 
receives full credit. Any other answers than is wrong, it gives a partial credit base on the 
closeness of the correct answer [6]. ACES provides fuzzy sets with triangular membership 
functions and grading principles applied [8]. Although ACES demonstrates good results in 
marking HTML code, and some programs written in Visual C++, the ACES platform is 
unable to mark programs written in Java and other object-oriented (O-O) programming 
languages and thus is not generic.  

3. System Design of GAME-2+ 

GAME-2+ was based on the previous version for marking Java, C, and C++ assignments 
(GAME) [7], GAME-2[8] and was developed in JDK 6. It was designed to overcome the 
limitations of the C-Marker, GAME and GAME-2 system, and other existing systems. A 
summary of GAME-2+ is presented in Figure 1.The final aim of automatic marking is to be 
able to mark assignments as close as possible to a human. 
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Figure 1 Overview of Figure 1 Overview of Figure 1 Overview of Figure 1 Overview of GAMEGAMEGAMEGAME----2+2+2+2+ 
 

3.1 GAME-2+ Functionality  

From previous results were obtained by GAME [7] and GAME-2[8], it was evident that the 
next version of GAME-2 needs to address the following points: 1) The analysis of 
meaningful comments, 2) The ability to accurately examine the structure of students' source 
code and 3) Amending of simple compile errors. In an earlier version, GAME and GAME-2 
pointed out the all the tree requirements mentioned above. In following sections, a detailed 
description of GAME-2+’s functionality is presented including a discussion of the 
components addressing the above deficiencies.  

3.2 Description of the Fuzzy Grading  

Computer logic is exact, deterministic, relates to finite states and numbering systems. 
Computer logic marks distinct boundaries between any states. Whereas, fuzzy logic enables a 
computer to make decisions, which are more in line with the sort of decisions made by 
humans. Computer logic is exact, deterministic, relates to finite states and numbering 
systems. Computer logic marks distinct boundaries between any states. In this research, a 
fuzzy grading system is applied and is composed of a single fuzzy unit. The inputs to the 
Fuzzy unit are the comments and function/Method structure in source code. The meaning of 
comments and function/method algorithms are two measurements to detect limitations in a 
program. Depending on the stage of the marketing process, fuzzy decision can be made to 
find an appropriate mark [9].  
 
3.3 Meaningful Comments  

A large aspect of writing maintainable code is to provide meaningful commenting. Source 
code headers, function pre and post conditions, and in line comments provide valuable 
documentation into understand the source code. A human marker considers the quality of 
comment as part of their marking criteria. The question that may be asked is, which criteria 
need to be considered to identify useful comments? GAME-2+ processes a comment in two 
ways, Meaningful and Artificial comments. An Artificial comment is identified as such when 
more than one quarter of the comment’s words is a member of “A”, which is considered as 
code that has been commented out and Fuzzy logic assigns zero marks for this type of 
comments.  

IF (more than one forth of words present in a comment is a member of A) THEN (assign a 
zero marks) (1)  
A={; { } [ ] = := == != “if” “else” ”import” ” while” ” do” switch” ”for” “white space”} 
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(2)  

Meaningful comment words are comprised of alphabetic words. There are two kinds of 
Meaningful comments: Block and Inline Comments. A block comment is usually located 
prior to the header of the function/method and inline comments are located inside of the 
function/method body.  

Each Meaningful comment is marked according to simple mathematical calculation. The 
value for block comments is considered as 10% of total marking (5% of whole marking is 
assigned for inline comments) [9]. Each function/Method should have a block comment as a 
header to explain the function operation. So the number of block comments might be equal to 
function/Method number. As a result, the value for each block comment is [10% / number of 
functions]. Processing meaningful comments is applied by the following metrics. At present 
the GAME-2+ system performs two operations with respect to meaningful comments: 1) 
comment words are analysed in terms of the number of nouns and preposition article present 
and 2) an evaluation of the number of comment words that are conjunctions. The result is 
evaluated using simple fuzzy rules. A particular advantage of using fuzzy rules for this 
operation is that it will be possible to extend this component with relative ease in future 
versions of the system by adding additional rules.  

MeaningfulProportion= 

(NumberOfNounArticles/NOW),(NumberOfConjuctionWords/NOW) (3)  

The number of word in each comment (NOW) was calculated by counting the number of 
nouns, prepositions and conjunction articles. The “NumberOfNounArticle” was obtained by 
determining the number of noun and preposition articles. Finally, 
“NumberOfConjuctionWord” is considered by the number of conjunction articles present. A 
human marker was consulted to determine a reasonable fuzzy grading schema that would 
assess a suitable commenting percentage as required in a source code file. The most 
important component for human marker was the number of noun and preposition words used 
in the comment and the conjunction words were the other important factor to make the of 
words composed of nouns and preposition articles and one sixth was allocated by the conjunction 
words. The exact shape of the fuzzy membership function employed (e.g., bell-shaped) and the 
corresponding span of the fuzzy membership function are obtained through experimentation on 
different types of students assignments. Then, GAME-2+ grades the comments and produces a 
partial mark instead of giving full credit for correct answers and zero credit for wrong answers, a 
fuzzy grading system was used as detailed in Appendix A.  

IF (each word in a comment is not a member of set A and each character is not alphabetic) 
THEN (mark are allocated based on appendix A). (4)  

3.4 Algorithm Analysis  

Good algorithm design [7] is another important area that students need to learn in order to 
produce high-quality software and for making it accessible to succeeding programmers. To 
examine the quality of an algorithm (specifically when a program does not compile), GAME-
2+ currently looks at the "main" aspects present in the student's source file present in a given 
assignment. These points are program complexity which includes the number of iteration 
statements, selection statements as well as the number of data structure (i.e. arrays), 
assignment statements, inline comments and other important aspects of algorithm structure. 
So, the accuracy of algorithm is based on:  
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AlgorithmAccuracy = (NumOfIterations, NumOfConditions, NumOfAssignments, 

NumOfInlineComments, NumOfArrays). (5)  

The fuzzy AlgorithmAccuracy is analysed by calculating the ratio of the number of items 
obtained, to the number of items from a model algorithm set by the instructor. To assign 
AlgorithmAccuracy marks, the result obtained from the human marker were analysed to 
create realistic fuzzy rules that would be instructive to mark the function/method algorithms. 
For example, the algorithm of a search function is compared to the model of an instructor's 
algorithm. Consequently, if the number of iteration and condition statements is two, GAME-
2+ gives full mark for this part if there is a match with the model solution. Otherwise, a 
partial mark is allocated by the system. Therefore, GAME-2+ gives a partial mark (2.5 out of 
3), if a search function has 2 iteration statements and 1 condition statement. Moreover, the 
number of assignment statements and arrays is 4 providing a full mark for this part. For other 
situations, depending on the number of arrays and assignments, partial marks are allocated. 
However, the mark is full (1 out of 1) in the current case. 

 

4. Experiments  

A number of experiments were carried out on real-world data to examine the capability of 
GAME-2+. Five different types of programming assessments were marked and the results 
produced by GAME-2+ were compared to a human marker, GAME and GAME-2. The 
different types of programming assessments were written in Delphi, PHP, Java, C++ and C. 
All five assessments were marked based on the meaning of comments, source code 
(algorithm) analysis and correction of compile errors.  

4.1 Java, C++, Delphi and PHP Programming Evaluation        
 
The first type of assessment item evaluated was set in O-O courses at the current institution 
involving a simple programming structure. Additional assessment items were also used in the 
experiments. The experiments were conducted with 10 Java files, 10 C++ assignments, 10 
Delphi and 10 PHP student projects. The assessment types were obtained from first and 
second year programming courses. This assessment involved only a small amount of coding 
using single source files. In performing source code analyzing, the GAME-2+ performed 
reasonably well, with seventy-six percent (76%) and GAME-2 performed sixty-three (63%) 
agreement with the human marker. However, the original GAME could not analyse the 
algorithm in the source code and hence could not be used for comparison. In the meaningful 
comment component of the marking criteria, the GAME-2+ system performance compared 
well to the human marker with (83%) and GAME-2 (72%) similarity. On the other hand, the 
original of GAME simply identified a comment or non-comment and could not provide result 
in a meaningful way. 
  
4.2 C Programming Assignments  

The second major experiment devised to test GAME-2+ involved assignments from a first 
year C programming course. Twenty five student assessments of IT Master students were 
selected for marking by the GAME-2+. The results obtained were similar to that of the O-O, 
Delphi and PHP assignments in both meaningful comment and algorithm analysis. In 
meaningful comments, the human marker agreed with GAME-2+ in (82%) and GAME-2 
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(78%) of the cases and for algorithm analysis agreed with GAME-2+ in (90%) and GAM-2 in 
(88%) of cases. 

4.3 Compiling and Amending Errors  

All the student assignments including the O-O, Delphi, and PHP and C courses assessment 
were examined by GAME-2+ for correctness in terms of correcting limited compilation 
errors. The amending component was to modify the missing semicolons and parentheses. The 
results obtained from GAME-2+ show that the system can detect and add the missing 
elements in a separate file without any errors. However, the original version of GAME could 
not correct these compilation errors. 
 

5. Discussion  

5.1 Java, C++, Delphi and PHP Programming  

GAME-2+ disagreed with the human marker 24% of the time in terms of algorithm analysis. 
The main reason for the disagreements is that GAME-2+ is only able to assess limited types 
of functions in student assignments. However, there is no limited ability with a human 
marker. Hence, there are some functions, which are not assessed by GAME-2+. So, the 
human marker gives partial or full marks based on the algorithms present, but GAME-2+ 
gives a mark of zero.  

The largest discrepancy for analysing comments was obtained for the marking of parameter 
explanations. Four out of forty assessments showed that the human marker disagreed with 
GAME-2+ in terms of the explanation of parameters in comments. The main reason is that 
the GAME-2+ system could not identify that the comments were describing the function 
parameters. Therefore, GAME-2+ provided full or partial marks in this situation based on 
what it thought were meaningful comments. However, the human marker gave lower marks 
because the comment was not an exact explanation of the parameters. 
 

5.2 C Programming Assignments  

The largest percentage of disagreement for marking C assignments was for the commenting 
mark, where the human marker differed from GAME-2+ in 18 percent of assessments. The 
human marker in 68% of disagreement gave fewer marks than the GAME-2+ system. The 
main reason is that that the GAME-2+ could not tell that the comment is related to the 
function. In these cases the comments were meaningful but the explanation was different to 
the function/method purpose application. So, after GAME-2+ recognized that the comment is 
meaningful, it provided corresponding marks. However, the human marker provided lower 
marks because the comment was not describing the function/method operation.  

The next component of the structure mark was the programming (algorithm) analysis. In this 
section, the human marker disagreed with the GAME-2+ system 10% of the time. The main 
reason that the human marker provided higher marks on these occasions was that the human 
marker examined the algorithm according to the function operation. However, GAME-2+ 
could only identify function operation based on its name. In two assignments, the function 
name was not related to the function operation. Hence, GAME-2+ provided lower marks as 
compared to the human marker.  
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6. Conclusions and Future Work 

A Generic Automated Marking Environment (GAME-2+) for marking programming 
assessment in university level courses has been designed and investigated. The generic and 
fuzzy nature of the system makes it a powerful tool for marking different assessment items of 
varying criteria and languages. The results obtained for a variety of assessments and 
programming languages, comparing GAME-2+’s performance to a human marker, GMAE-2 
and GAME, are very encouraging. In the future, there are many areas to examine in order to 
reduce the discrepancy between the human marker and GAME-2+. Firstly, a more 
appropriate metric for modifying errors in source code will be used. Secondly, to improve 
GAME-2+’s ability to mark the meaning of variables, a schema will be considered which 
more accurately captures the meaning. Thirdly, a greater number of metrics for algorithm 
analysis will be investigated to provide adequate feedback to students in order to enhance 
their programming skills. 

  

Appendix A  

This appendix explains, by example, how “fuzzy grading principles” have been applied in 
meaningful comments. If the number of functions in the project is two, the fuzzy membership 
function is applied [8] in the following manner. In terms of the number of words, full (10/3) 
marks is applied when the number of words is in the range of 15 to 20; whereas, a student 
receives partial marks (50%) in the range of 7 and 25. For less than 2 and more than 30 words 
a student receives no marks. In the noun and preposition articles component, if the number of 
nouns and prepositions in a comment makes up 18 to 22% of all words, it was allocated a full 
mark (10/4). Otherwise, a student receives a partial (50%) mark in the case where 14 to 31% 
of comment words are noun and preposition articles. For less than 10 and more than 40% of 
noun and preposition articles out of the total number of words, the mark will be zero. 

 

 
Figure 2 Fuzzy Marking Graph for meaningful Comment 

 

If the comment includes 15 to 20% of conjunction words, it receives (10/12) of the full marks 
by the system and partial (50%) marks (10/24) for the range of 10 to 28%, and zero marks for 
greater than 35% of the total number of comment words. 
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